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You CAN’T Fit the Recorder into Just a Unit 
“You should use recorders, then you will have what you most need, a melody 

instrument to your percussion, the pipe to the drum, corresponding to historical 

development.” 

    -Curt Sachs 

 

� Recorder is the woodwind instrument to pair with all the percussion in your 

classroom 

� A longer experience with recorder greatly enhances student skill 

� For every kid who doesn’t like recorder, there is one who LOVES it!  

� Recorder is another medium you can use to create meaningful music with your 

students. 

 

But How? 
� Start with more recorder: gives your students time to grasp basic skills. 

� Plan to review important concepts regularly, but not all the time! 

� Find ways to fit recorder into your already existing curriculum and content 

� Use your materials to ALSO introduce new notes, skills, and techniques 

 

 

 

Many teachers use the recorder as a one-time unit that isn’t revisited again. However, it can be 

incorporated into general music lessons and still maintain students’ interest beyond the initial 

introduction. 
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Recorder Improvisation (Pease Porridge Hot) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

� Learn/review speech, add body percussion ostinato 

� Students create their own body percussion ostinato 

� Mixer- walk while teacher plays SR, then share your ostinato with a partner, repeat 

� Choose one partner who is A or B. A shares their pattern in the first half of the poem, 

B identifies and echoes back in the second half; reverse. 

� Choose a 3-note pitch set (in G pentatonic) to match with your three levels of body 

percussion. Repeat previous step using SR; reverse 

 

 

Recorder from a Different Medium (Vol. I, pg. 67, #1) 

 

� Learn speech by rote. 

� Review hand drum and rhythm stick technique, and transfer speech to instruments. 

� Choose a pitch set to assign soprano recorders instead of unpitched percussion (G 

pentatonic, C pentatonic, etc.) 

� Create a final form including, speech, body percussion, unpitched percussion, and/or 

soprano recorders. 

� Extension: In groups, students decide which notes to use, creating a melody to the 

set rhythm.  

 

 

 

 

Pease porridge hot, pease porridge cold. 
Pease porridge in the pot, nine days old. 

 
Some like it hot, some like it cold. 

Some like it in the pot, nine days old. 

Winter break means no more school 

 for two weeks…     I cannot wait! 

Winter break means no more school 

 for two weeks…     I cannot wait! 

I will sleep.       Shopping, candy, lots of resting, 

All the time.       Eating, sleeping, I’ll do nothing else! 

Winter break means no more school 
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Changing Keys- Rocky Mountain 
� Transpose a song learned in a previous year to then play on recorder.  

 
 

 
� In the key of D, students can work on the F# fingering. 

 
 

 

� In the key of C, students can work on fingerings low in the instruments register (E-D-

C). 
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Changing Keys- Weavily Wheat 
� Difficult to play in F major. 

 
 

 

 

� D major is a feasible key for your students on soprano recorder! ☺ 
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Recorder Consort (Silent Fish) 
� Students walk to the pulse of a hand drum, exploring different ways to move, and 

different body parts as well. 

� Transfer hand drum pulse to BX (or another instrument that can outline harmonic 

structure) 

� Teach the melody (A section) while continuing movement. 

� When learning the B section, introduce new movement; then put both parts together. 

� Transfer root of chords to AR/TR/BR, melody to SR for students who need the 

challenge. 

� Combine recorders, singing, and movement. 
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Extended Technique (Cinquains-Trills) 
� Students echo teacher on SR, different step-wise notes (i.e A-B, D-E, G-A) 

� Teacher refines to slurring between the two notes, eventually leading to trills. 

� Cinquain: a poetic form that uses a five-line stanza 

� Students can work as a large group, or split into smaller groups. 

� Use open topics, or choose a theme to be followed (i.e. sports, colors, school, 

nature). 

� Student groups create soundscapes to accompany their poems, featuring a recorder 

trill at some point in their composition. 

� This new technique is really exciting for your experienced recorder players, and 

will hold their interest! 

� Examples from students: 
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